Public hearing set for Sept. 3

LĪHU'E – The Department of Parks and Recreation is announcing that a public hearing is set for Sept. 3 on proposed amendments to the Rules and Regulations Governing Commercial Boating Activities at County Beach Parks.

The public hearing will take place at the Līhu'e Civic Center at the Mo'ikeha Building in Meeting Room 2A/2B at 9 a.m.

The Department of Parks and Recreation proposes to amend its existing “Rules and Regulations Governing Commercial Boating Activities at County Beach Parks” by:

1) Moderately extending the allowable hours of operation;
2) Amending compliance and enforcement provisions to allow for incremental fines rather than automatic permit revocation;
3) Minor non-substantive changes in formatting and language; and
4) Clarifying the scope of commercial activity that may be carried out at the County's Weke Road Boat Ramp.

If you need an ASL Interpreter, materials in an alternate format, or other auxiliary aid support, or an interpreter for a language other than English, please contact the Department of Parks and Recreation at (808) 241-4460 or dagaran@kauai.gov before the hearing.
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